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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, GUSTAVE F. SCHROEDER, a citizen of the United States, residing at Mill Valley, in the county of Marin and State of California, have invented and produced a new and original Design for a Font of Printing-Type; and I do declare the following to be a full, clear, and exact description of the same, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, forming a part thereof:

The design comprises capitals and lower case letters, figures, dollar and pound marks and such other characters necessary to a font of type. The lower case letters are small in proportion to the capitals and have long ascenders and descenders, are cut with medium weight light lines and are irregular in their formation in order to represent pen lettering. The capitals are formed with the same feature of irregularity as to formation and in their relative arrangement one with the other; as it will be seen from an inspection of the design that it would be difficult to determine any line on which the letters rest. The same irregularity of arrangement as regards each other is true of the small letters.

The above mentioned characteristics, together with the rough and unconventional lines of the type throughout form the prominent and characteristic features of the design. Having thus clearly set forth the distinctive features of the font of type what I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is:

The design for a font of type substantially as herein described and shown. In testimony whereof I affix my signature in presence of two witnesses.

GUSTAVE F. SCHROEDER.

Witnesses:

Geo. L. Alexander,
John W. Howard.